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MISSION STATEMENT AND PHILOSOPHY
Youth Sports Mission Statement
Laramie Parks & Recreation youth sports programs provide experiences
to introduce skills, learn sportsmanship, and gain an appreciation of sport
through the assistance of volunteers and supportive families in a
recreational atmosphere.

Philosophy of Youth Sports
The Laramie Parks & Recreation Division believes in the benefits of
participation in organized youth sports. Participation in sports has proven
to build self-esteem, promote teamwork, develop the body as well as the
mind, and is an integral part of the maturation process. Our programs are
skills-based for fun and recreation. All our leagues are meant to be an
introduction to sports for each participant. The emphasis is on FUN. We
want each participant to enjoy sports outside of a competitive
environment and to continue sports as they grow older.
Therefore, the goal of the Laramie Parks & Recreation Division is to
provide programs and services to all young people that will build the
foundation for them to grow up healthy, competent, and caring individuals
in our community. In order to operate successful youth sports programs,
our objectives will include:
To provide a wholesome environment for young athletes who want to
learn more about sports.
To make these programs safe and enjoyable in an atmosphere that
promotes learning and participation first and competition second.
To ensure the participation of all team members in practices and
league play.
To develop a strong sense of sportsmanship and fair play.
To require parents to respect our volunteer coaches and officials by
being supportive of their coaching strategies and philosophies.
To make participation in our youth sports leagues a fun, enjoyable,
and safe experience for all participants including, players, coaches,
spectators, and staff.
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PROGRAMMING
Laramie Parks & Recreation youth sports offers programs to children
ages 3 to 12 years. The programs are recreational in nature, place
emphasis on participation, and are based upon the National Standards
for Youth Sports. The standards are designed to create a youth sports
environment that is a fun and memorable experience for all involved. The
core sports offered are basketball, soccer, tee ball, flag football, and
volleyball. Programs are based on the participant’s grade in school or
age. Programs that register by age are based on age as of the start date
of the program.

Annual Schedule
All programs offer early bird discounts if registration is completed at least
5 weeks before the season begins. Registration closes for all programs
14 days before the first day of the program.
Registration Dates
November/
December

Season

Basketball

Age
K-6th
grade

Soccer

3-6 years

March/April

End May-Begin July

Tee Ball

3-6 years
K-3rd
grade
3rd-6th
grade

April/May

Begin July-Mid August
Mid August-End
September
End September-Mid
November

Flag Football
Volleyball

June/July
July/August

End January-Begin March

Registration
Registration usually begins at least 2 months before the program
begin date and often earlier. Typically, registration open dates are
May 1, August 1 and December 1.
Registration is available either online at parksandrec.cityoflaramie.org
or in person at the Laramie Recreation Center, 920 Boulder Drive.
A registration is considered late when initiated less than 14 days out
from the advertised program begin date. Late registrations need to be
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approved by the Youth Sports Coordinator and will only be allowed if
there is space on a team roster.
Team requests are limited to one request per participant. Parents
may request one coach or one player, but to create equally balanced
teams, requests may or may not be honored. We do our best to
accommodate whenever possible.
Siblings will be placed together if they are in the same age group,
unless requested otherwise.
Volunteer coaches will have his/her own child(ren) placed on the
team he/she is coaching.
Because of team size restrictions, signing up does not guarantee a
position on a team roster.
We take sign-ups on a first-come, first-serve basis. Once a program is
filled, any further registrations in this age division will be put on a waiting
list and no payment will be taken.
If circumstances allow (cancelled registration, enough interest for
the formation of another team, enough coaches available,
practice/game space is available) these registrations will be taken
off the waiting list and parents can then make their payment.
Registrations are drawn off the waiting list as slots become
available and are offered to registrants in the order they were
received. Once contact has been made with the parent (s) on the
waiting list, a 24-hour period will be granted to the parent to make
the payment. Once the 24-hour period has expired, the next
individual on the waiting list will be contacted and offered the slot.
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Team Size
Minimum team sizes are established for each sport. This is done to
reduce forfeited games and to assure that players have reasonable
rest breaks.
Maximum team sizes are established for each sport. This is done to
ensure reasonable levels of playing time for each registered player
and to give each participant the opportunity to receive appropriate
attention from the coaches.
From time to time, minor changes to the minimum or maximum team
sizes may be considered to deal with unique circumstances that may
arise. Coaches may be consulted if we are considering making
changes.

Cancellations and Refunds
A cancellation form is required when removing your child(ren) from any
program. Completing the form officially removes your child(ren) from the
program, which creates open slots for those on the waiting list. It also
makes you eligible for a refund, provided you meet the criteria. The
refund policy is as follows:
Full refunds will be given for cancellations that are received one or
more working days before the activity is scheduled to begin.
Full credit to your account will be issued for cancellations received
less than one working day before the activity is scheduled to
begin.
With City of Laramie approval, pro-rated account credit may be
issued for cancellations received after an activity begins, if there is
dissatisfaction with the activity, a medical situation, and/or other
extenuating circumstances. Failure to attend is not considered a
cancellation.
If original payment was by credit card, a credit will be issued back
to that card. If original payment was by cash or check, you will be
issued a refund in the form of a check. Refunds may take 2-3
weeks to process. Participants are permitted to transfer the credit
to another activity or account.
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If an activity is cancelled or postponed by Parks and Recreation, full
refunds will be available to registered participants.

Parent Meeting
All programs will offer either an in-person parent meeting or an email
communication before the beginning of the season. Some of the items
covered will include:
Structure of the league and direct point of contact – who should
the parent contact with questions and concerns
Philosophy and mission of the program
League and season specifics – duration, times, location, rules,
special events, etc.
Equipment specifics – what is provided, what is needed, what is
optional, etc.
Health, safety and emergency guidelines – including inclement
weather policies, accident/injury procedures, etc.
Accountability and Code of Ethics
How to get involved – opportunities to be a Team Parent or to
volunteer in some capacity
Concussion awareness
End of season evaluations
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SEASON DETAILS
Uniforms and Equipment
Team T-Shirts: Each participant will receive a team t-shirt to keep.
Please make sure that each player wears the team shirt during
games. Baseball caps will be given out during baseball season and
participants are encouraged to wear those in addition to the t-shirt.
Basketball players will receive a jersey which will be turned in at the
end of the season in exchange for a t-shirt to keep.
Equipment: Laramie Parks & Recreation will supply all sports-related
equipment necessary for the program.
Parents Supply:
Comfortable athletic clothing for all programs.
Shin guards for soccer programs.
Baseball gloves for tee ball.
Mouth guards for football.
Some volleyball players may want knee pads. These are
optional.
Tennis shoes are required for all sports; flip flops, sandals,
boots, etc. will not be allowed.
Cleats can be worn but are not mandatory for our outdoor
programs. (They must be rubber and are not allowed
during our indoor programs.)

-

League Rules
Website links can be found at www.cityoflaramie.org/youthsports for all
sport-specific information. Rules and other information will be posted
directly on our site. Parents are encouraged to read the rules to become
familiar with the sport.

Schedules
Practice and Game Schedules
Practice and game schedules are prepared according to the following
criteria:
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Many of our programs have set meeting days/times. That
information will be on the sport webpage and in the seasonal
program guide.
Other programs are scheduled based on facility availability. There
may be times, with limited notice, that regularly scheduled
activities may be canceled or relocated to a different facility.
Coach’s availability: For basketball, coaches can choose which
days they are available to practice. Most times we do not know
who is coaching and their practice schedules until registration has
been completed and coaching applications have been accepted.
Practices: Practices are 45 minutes long for ages 3-6 years and are 60
minutes long for ages 7-12. Practices should consist of skills, drills, and
scrimmages. Although our leagues are recreational in nature, practices
should be structured and productive.
Games: Game schedules will be available during the first week of
practice and will be available online at www.cityoflaramie.org/
youthsports.

Participant Playing Time
Coaches will make every effort to give players equal time in every game.
A player’s practice attendance will not affect playing time. Players are
encouraged to attend all scheduled practices and games.

Game Score and League Standings
Score will only be kept for volleyball, basketball and 2nd/3rd grade
flag football and will discontinue after a team leads by 20 points.
Basketball scores reset at each quarter for some age groups.
Score will not be kept for soccer, tee ball or K/1st flag football.
Standings will not be kept during any leagues.
We do not emphasize winning in our recreational leagues and ask
that all spectators and participants support this view.
During games, two coaches from each team will be allowed on the
field during tee ball and flag football, and one coach from each
team for basketball (Kindergarten teams only) and soccer. If a
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coach is on the field of play, they are there to teach and guide as
players learn the game.

Cancellations and Rescheduling
Practices and games may be cancelled for various reasons, most
commonly due to inclement weather or unavailability of practice/game
space.
Practices may be rescheduled if time and space allow, but priority
will be given to game reschedules.
If a game is canceled due to weather or other unforeseeable
circumstances, all efforts will be made to reschedule that game.
However, due to time restraints and/or field usage conflicts, some
games may not be rescheduled.
It will be the decision of Laramie Parks & Recreation and head
coaches of some of the programs to decide if and when the
games will be made up.
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SAFETY AND CONDUCT
Hazardous Weather
Sudden severe weather, such as lightning storms, strong winds/
tornados, hail, rain, etc., will require the coach(es) and adults to take
appropriate action. In most cases, seeking safe shelter, such as vehicles
and/or buildings, and waiting for the severe weather to pass will suffice.
All communication during weather related events (and other items that
require immediate communication) will be through the “Remind” text
messaging platform. We highly recommend you join our group, each
program will have a unique code we will share at the parent meeting that
will give access to the group. You do not have to download the app to
receive text messages.
Lightning Policy
If lightning strikes within 8 miles of our location, we will blow an air
horn for 3 seconds to signal that everyone must take shelter.
We will wait 30 minutes for the lightning to clear. If there is another
strike within the 8 mile radius during the 30 minute wait, the clock
starts over at 30 minutes.
When it is safe to return to play there will be 3 short blasts on the
air horn.
Typically, we will cancel the rest of the practice/game if lightning
strikes mid-session. We may try to start late if it is a game night
and the weather looks as if it will clear soon.
Poor Air Quality
Poor air quality will be monitored by the website
www.purpleair.com. Readings in the 150 PM 2.5 AQI and higher
will be the threshold used to determine whether programs will run
that day. These readings can change quickly, so determinations
will typically be made 20-30 minutes before start time.
Extreme Weather
Extreme weather conditions, such as extreme cold or heat,
require appropriate responses.
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In cases of extreme heat, weather warnings/recommendations will
be followed. Appropriate action includes, at a minimum, limiting
physical exertion, drinking plenty of fluids, such as water and/or
sports drinks, and taking frequent rest breaks.
Extremely cold temperatures and/or wind chills or snow-covered
fields will result in cancellations.

Accidents/Injury
Emergencies and accidents are a reality of youth sports. Injuries will
occur and some are serious enough to require an emergency treatment.
In the event of an emergency, coaches and/or recreation staff will follow
these steps:
1. Assess the situation. Do not panic. Administer first aid only if
qualified.
2. Have an adult stay with the injured person at all time.
3. If additional assistance is needed, call 911.
4. Meet the emergency vehicle if necessary.
5. If parents/guardians are not available, make contact and advise of
the circumstances.
6. Report to the Youth Sports Coordinator immediately.
7. Follow up with parents/guardians to ensure everything is okay with
the child.
8. An accident report form will be completed and submitted to the
Youth Sports Coordinator.
At no time should an unqualified person offer a diagnosis or express
opinion as to the extent of the injury.
Coaches are responsible for keeping emergency phone numbers for
their players at all times.
Coaches are responsible for having a first aid kit at all practices and
games.
Coaches regularly check supplies in the first aid kit and contact the
Youth Sports Coordinator when supplies are low.
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Concussion Protocol
If a player experiences a bump or blow to the head or body, the coach
will take the following steps. See our website, www.cityoflaramie.org/
youthsports for a handout with more concussion information.
1. The coach will remove the athlete from play and look for signs and
symptoms of a concussion. When in doubt, sit them out!
2. Ensure that the athlete is evaluated by an appropriate health care
professional. Do not try to judge the severity of the injury yourself.
3. Inform the athlete’s parents or guardians. Let them know about
the possible concussion and give them the Heads Up fact sheet
for parents. This fact sheet can help parents monitor the athlete
for signs or symptoms that appear or get worse once the athlete is
at home or returns to school.
4. Keep the athlete out of play. An athlete should be removed from
play the day of the injury and until an appropriate health care
professional says they are symptom-free and it’s OK to return to
play. After you remove an athlete with a suspected concussion
from practice or play, the decision for returning to practice or play
is a medical decision.

Violence Emergency
In the event of an active shooter, immediately cease all activity. Police
should be notified by calling 911 and if possible, individuals should exit
the building through nearest exit. If exiting building is not possible, enter
the nearest closet, conference room, office or secured space. Lock or
barricade all doors where possible. Turn off all lights, computers, or any
devices that may indicate a room is occupied. Draw blinds where
practical to do so. Stay away from all windows and doors. Sit on the floor
or crouch under or behind desks and bookshelves where possible. Be as
quiet as possible. DO NOT respond to anyone at the door until "all clear"
is announced or if you are certain it is safe to do so (i.e. if police are at
the door). If you are directed to leave your secured area, assist others in
moving as quietly and quickly as possible. Should the fire alarm be
activated during lockdown, wait for further direction before taking action.
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Unsportsmanlike Conduct
Unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated at any time. This includes
players, coaches, officials and spectators/parents. Please be respectful
of all participants, staff, and volunteer coaches. Spectators should
always encourage all players and model sportsmanlike behavior.

Zero Tolerance Policy
The entire Youth Sports Staff will enforce a Zero Tolerance Policy in
regard to profanity, verbal, and physically abusive actions and behaviors.
Any individual in violation of this policy will be asked to leave the
premises immediately and could be suspended from participating/
spectating at any of the remaining games. See the Parents Code of
Ethics for more information.

Grievances
Any participant, parent, or volunteer may file a grievance when
necessary. All grievances should be written and directed through the
Youth Sports Coordinator.
Grievances will be heard regarding all matters pertaining to
conduct in violation of the Code of Ethics as indicated within the
Laramie Parks & Recreation Youth Sports Program Policies and
Procedures manual, pages 18-21.
The procedure for filing a grievance is to first provide the Youth
Sports Coordinator with written documentation of the grievance
including: date of incident(s), name(s) of person(s) involved,
name(s) of any witness(es), and a brief description of the
incident(s).
If necessary, a meeting with the Youth Sports Coordinator or
Recreation Supervisor will be scheduled.
If the matter is not resolved it may be forwarded to the Recreation
Manager.
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Protests
Because these are recreational leagues with no league standings or post
season advancement, no protests of games or contests will be permitted.
Decisions of on-field officials will stand.

Facility Usage Protocol
Our athletic spaces are owned and operated by City of Laramie, Albany
County School District #1, and occasionally the University of Wyoming.
While visiting any of the Youth Programs facilities, please observe the
following expectations:
Directly supervise any minors that are under your care while your
athlete is participating in practice/games.
Respect the spaces we have scheduled and restrict your use to
the specific practice/game location.

-

Avoid the halls and non-athletic areas of the schools, refrain
from using the workout spaces in the recreation center, etc.

Trash must be picked up and placed in the proper receptacles or
taken with you.
All pets are prohibited.
All facilities are an alcohol, drug, and tobacco free zone.

Transportation
Coaches are not permitted to transport participants in their personal
vehicles at any time.
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PERSONNEL
Coaches
Our coaches are all volunteers, not professional coaches and are usually
parents of players, but also can include interested community members
including UW, LCCC, and WyoTech students. They are volunteering their
time to coach your child(ren). Please show your appreciation for the job
that they are being asked to do. All volunteers undergo a background
check and an orientation to Laramie Parks & Recreation sports
programming.

Officials
When officials are used, they are City of Laramie employees or
contracted officials. The official assists by facilitating and helping children
learn the game when playing. These are developmental leagues and for
the younger children, officials will be lenient regarding calls. The focus is
to mentor and coach the participants, so they become knowledgeable
about the game. If you have concerns please do not address the official,
please let the Recreation Assistant or Youth Sports Coordinator know.

Recreation Coordinator
The Recreation Coordinator is a Parks & Recreation employee who
organizes and coordinates all of the youth sports programming. The
Recreation Coordinator is available for office hours in the mornings
Monday through Thursday, and is also at the sports fields during some
sessions. Because of the likelihood of irregular work hours, the best way
to reach the coordinator is by email.

Recreation Assistant
The Recreation Assistant works directly with the Recreation Coordinator.
There will be a Recreation Assistant on site at all times during practices
(except basketball) and games (including basketball). Please feel free to
direct any questions or problems to the recreation assistant.
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Spectators/Parents
Spectators are expected to cheer on their team in a respectful and
sportsmanlike manner and are encouraged to cheer on the opposing
team as well. Anyone that is acting or behaving in an unacceptable
manner may be asked to leave the site.

PARENTS IN YOUTH SPORTS
Parents’ Code of Ethics
Youth sports programs play an important role in promoting the emotional
and physical development of children. It is therefore essential for
parents, coaches and youth athletes to embrace the values of good
sportsmanship. Moreover, adults involved should be models of good
sportsmanship and should lead by example.
I pledge to provide positive support, care, and encouragement for
my child participating in youth sports by following this Code of
Ethics:
I will encourage good sportsmanship by demonstrating positive
support for all players, coaches, and officials at every game,
practice, or other youth sports event.
I will place the emotional and physical well-being of my child
ahead of a personal desire to win.
I will insist that my child play in a safe and healthy environment.
I will require that my child's coach be trained in the responsibilities
of being a youth sports coach and that the coach upholds the
Coaches' Code of Ethics.
I will support coaches and officials working with my child, in order
to encourage a positive and enjoyable experience for all.
I will demand a sports environment for my child that is free from
drugs, tobacco, and alcohol, and will refrain from their use at all
youth sports events.
I will remember that the game is for youth - not for adults.
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I will do my very best to make youth sports fun for my child.
I will help my child enjoy the youth sports experience by doing
whatever I can, such as being a respectful fan, assisting with
coaching, or providing transportation.
I will ask my child to treat other players, coaches, fans, and
officials with respect regardless of race, sex, creed, or ability.
I hereby agree that if I fail to conform my conduct to the Code of
Ethics, I will be subject to disciplinary action including, but not
limited to the following depending on the severity of the offense:
1. Verbal or written warning
2. Suspension or ejection from current youth sports games
3. Suspension from future youth sports games
4. Suspension from the youth sports season
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COACHES IN YOUTH SPORTS
Coaches’ Code of Ethics
I understand that my responsibilities as a youth sports coach for Laramie
Parks & Recreation are of great importance and that my actions have the
potential to significantly influence the young athletes that I coach.
I will conduct myself in accordance with the Coaches’ Code of
Ethics:
I will place the emotional and physical wellbeing of my players
ahead of a personal desire to win.
I will treat each player as an individual, remembering the large
range of emotional and physical development for the same age
group.
I will provide equal participation time for all program participants.
I will do my best to provide a safe playing situation for my players.
I promise to review and practice basic first aid principles needed
to treat injuries of my players.
I will do my best to organize practices that are fun and challenging
for all my players.
I will lead by example in demonstrating fair play and
sportsmanship to all my players.
I will not cheat or engage in any form of unethical behavior
that violates league rules.
I will provide a sports environment for my team that is free of
drugs, tobacco, and alcohol, and I will refrain from their use at all
youth sports events.
I will be knowledgeable in the rules of each sport that I coach, and
I will teach these rules to my players.
I will use those coaching techniques appropriate for all of the
skills that I teach.
I will remember that I am a youth sports coach, and that the game
is for children and not adults.
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No Isolated Moments
This policy states that no coach should ever be alone with one or more
participants for any reason. This policy is to protect both the participants
and coaches. This policy is not flexible, immediate actions will be taken
for violation of this policy. The following items are violations of the policy
and are prohibited.
1. Physical interaction with participants, unless it is to aide in the
learning of skill, encouragement should be done with a high five or
knuckles (no hugs, no patting, no massaging, etc…).
2. Interaction with participants outside of practices and games
without participant’s parents present.
3. Being one on one with a participant, out of eye sight of other
coaches, parents or players during practice or games.
4. Transportation of participants.
5. Calling, texting, emailing, social media contact etc., with players
about anything other than issues directly related to the program.
6. Working one on one with players outside of scheduled team
practice.

Volunteer Coach Program
We could not offer our programs without our volunteers, we appreciate
everyone who makes sure we are offering quality programs for our
community youth.
At the end of each season, volunteer coaches will receive a gift card
good for any purchase at the Laramie Community Recreation Center.
Coaches will also receive a coach’s shirt. Coaches are encouraged to
wear one of these shirts for practices and/or games to ensure a
consistent and recognizable uniform.
Expectations:
Coach submits required background paperwork prior to coaching.
Coach attends meetings, practices and games, or arranges for
assistant coach to cover if unavailable.
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If assistant coach is not available, inform youth sports coordinator
of the need to miss a practice or game (at least 48 hours in
advance, unless emergency). We will attempt to find youth sports
staff to cover.
Coach abides by Code of Ethics and Laramie Parks & Recreation
policies.
Communicate team issues and/or concerns to the Recreation
Assistant/ Youth Sports Coordinator throughout season.
Coach must complete all trainings and certifications prior to the
start of the season.
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NOTES:

Recreation Program Coordinator:
Laura Tangeman
(307)721-5290
Ltangeman@cityoflaramie.org
Laura works 20 hours weeks, the best time to reach her at her desk
is mornings Monday through Thursday. Email is the most efficient
means of communication.
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